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No. 502MA: A silicon, beam-leaded, sealed-junction integrated circuit using low-voltage CBIC and two-level metal technologies . 
Characterized as a filament driver. 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

When the appropriate external components are connected, this device will provide a 70 mA peak, 40 kHz square wave output suitable for driving the filament 

of a vacuum florescent display. 
Initial use: GENESIS® Telesystem. 

No. 502MB: A silicon integrated circuit using CBIC-S technology, encapsulated in a 16-lead dual-in-line package . 
Characterized as a switching regulator IC which provides additiona l features in the system: extended-range operation for long loops and increased efficiency 

for short loops. 
Capable of delivering an output voltage range from - 33V to -78V with an input voltage range -48V. 
Initial use: D5 Channel Bank . 

No. 502MC: A beam-leaded, sealed-junction, silicon integrated circuit using high-voltage CBIC technology, encapsu lated in a 16-lead dual-in-line plastic package. 

Characterized as a high-voltage operational amplifier. 
This versatile wideband op amp features high common-mode and output voltage ranges and output currents of ± 20 mA. Two additional output transistors, 

which are available on the chip, boost the output current to ± 100 mA for voice-frequency applications . An external compensation capacitor is required. 
Initial use: 5ESS"' Switching Equipment. 

No. 502MD: A silicon, beam-leaded, sealed junction integrated circuit chip, using medium voltage SBC technology, encapsu lated in a 16-lead dual-in-line package. 
Circuit is accurate to ± 1% with a typical temperature coefficient of output voltage of ± 0.015%. 
Provides a voltage-controlled power-supp ly switch which disconnects output sense voltages of> 12 volts. 
Initial use: SLC® Series 5 Carrier System Ringing Inverter. 

Code No. Comcode Rating 

502MA 103 822 086 A. T.&T.Co.Std. 

502MB 103 822 508 

502MC 103 823 928 

502MD 103 839 833 
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